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For instructional videos on Laser TagRider, visit www.tagteaminc.sg/user



Mounting GuideTAGRider

Slide

Sliding TagRider onto Mounting Rail of Blaster 

Rub a few drops of oil as lubricant on slider  

Slide and tighten 02 x slider screws (one on each side) if necessary

Clipping TagRider on Mounting Rail of Blaster 

Align one side of the slider with the mounting rail

Pushing down to clip the other side of slider onto rail

Push slider of TagRider grips to 

tightly grip onto mounting rail  

Shake and ensure that TagRider is firmly attached to rail of Blaster 

Mounting RailSlider
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For instructional videos on Laser TagRider, visit www.tagteaminc.sg/user



Operating GuideTAGRider
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Playing with TagRider

After mounting the TagRider, slide the on/off switch.

Aim at the opponent’s TagRider at the front or either sides, and trigger.

For various mode, slide the mode switch to switch from “B1” to “B2”, to  

“P1” then to “P2” and finally to “T”. 

Load and fire blaster a couple of times for TagRider to learn and 

automatically detects loading and/or firing.

Game Modes

On/Off SwitchMode Switch

Register hits 

by targeting 

the front of
TagRider

B1 Basic Game 1: Score records the damages from the start

till end of the game.

To reset score to “00”, toggle the mode switch (i.e.

slide the switch and move back to its original position).
00

B2 Basic Game 2: Score records the health of each player.

Each player is assigned a score of 10. Each registered hit

decreases the health score by 1.

P1

P2 Professional Game 2: Same as B1. Player needs to reload

magazine before being able to continue firing. When

magazine runs out of bullet, player to point the TagRider

vertically towards the ground and a clicking sound is

played to simulate unloading the magazine. Then player

needs to point gun forward horizontally for magazine

reload to be complete.

Team Game: After blinking “T” for a while, display blinks

“r” for red team and player needs to slide mode switch to

“b” for blue team. Player selects “r” or “b” by firing.

T
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Professional Game 1: Display is “XY”, such that “X”

represents the damages of player while “Y” represents the

number of remaining bullets. The game will start with “05”

representing “0” damage and “50” bullets. E.g. “62”

represents “6” damages and “20+” remaining bullets.

For instructional videos on Laser TagRider, visit www.tagteaminc.sg/user
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Gun ModesTAGRider

Gun modes can be varied for Professional Game and Team Game.

Player selects the mode: A / AS / M / SS by sliding mode switch and firing.

AS

Semi Auto(A) HandGun or Rifle

Fires single shot for each trigger. Reload after 20 rounds. Damage: 1 point.
A≡

Semi Auto(A) HandGun or Rifle with Silencer

Fires single shot for each trigger. Reload after 30 rounds. Damage: 1 point.

M Machine Gun

Multiple shots for each trigger. Reload after 45 rounds. Damage: 3 points.

SS ShotGun

Single shot for each trigger. Reload after 25 round. Damage: 5 points.

For instructional videos on Laser TagRider, visit www.tagteaminc.sg/user
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Gaming Apps
TAGRider

Connecting TagRider with PC / iPhone / iPad / iPod

Slide the on/off switch.

Slide switch to turn on WIFI while software is loading. 

Connect iPad / iPhone / iPod looking for ESP network (e.g. ESP_32).

Connect PC looking for ESP network (e.g. ESP_32).

WIFI

On/Off SwitchMode Switch

. . Slide the mode switch for WIFI mode.

TagRider turns on WIFI mode.

You are ready to connect your iphone/ipod/ipad for

mixed reality gaming Apps: “Tag Space War” & “Tag

Treasure”.

≡≡
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You are ready to connect your Window PC for Tag

Coding (Learn Coding and unlock various shooting

modes like Machine-Gun or Shotgun) & Tag Shot

(First Person Shooter).

To download Gaming Apps and software, visit www.tagteaminc.sg/user



FAQTAGRider

Q1 Does TAGRider mount on all types of toy gun and blaster?

There is a need for a mounting rail. Most toy gun with mounting rail is able to be

mounted with it.
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Q2 What happens when you are not able to mount TAGRider on the rail of a toy?

Email toys@tagteaminc.sg the details of the toy and mounting rail. We can provide an

attachment that attaches the TagRider to most rail, or 3d print the attachment. See

pictures below. If you prefer, we can email the 3d printer file for you to print or made

any modifications.

Mounting

Q1 The TagRider does not self calibrate to the loading and firing of my toys.

What can I do?

Restart the TagRider after it is mounted on the toy. The software will self calibrate the

toy accordingly as you load and fire.

Q2 What happens if instruction in Q1 does not work?

Player should mount the TAGRider and turns on the TAGRider before firing at least 10

times during Basic Game Modes: B1 and B2 to “teach” the TAGRider to work with the

blaster/gaming toys, before going on to other gaming modes.

TAGRider learns about the firing pattern and behaviour of the blaster/gaming toys it

is attached to in the Basic Game modes: B1 and B2. During Professional Game modes:

P1 and P2 and Team game mode, TAGRider adheres to the setting in basic mode.

Loading and Triggering

For instructional videos on Laser TAGRider, visit www.tagteaminc.sg/user
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